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PIECES OF A WOMAN

INTERVIEW WITH KORNÉL MUNDRUCZÓ
Pieces of a Woman tackles a subject rarely seen in theatre: the birth and loss of a child.
Kornél Mundruczó: Pieces of a Woman is about the grieving process. The play is divided into two acts, the first
of which includes a birthing scene. Because the subject seems so foreign to theatre as a genre, I spent a lot of
time thinking about how to show a birth in a believable and watchable way on a theatre stage. We all experience
birth, as children or parents. It’s an experience we all share but whose traumatic repercussions have remained
rather taboo. I asked myself if that kind of scene didn’t go beyond theatre itself. The emotional experience for the
actors and for the audience is real. To circumvent some of those questions, we chose to go with film for the first act,
which allows the audience to see the events subjectively rather than as voyeurs. There’s a temporal and dramaturgic
arc between the two moments of the play, since the second act is about the trauma caused by the death of the child.
That second scene takes place in a traditional theatre setting: the dining room of a family house. The second part
explores intergenerational relationships and observes how the members of a family can be affected by the ripples
of a tragedy striking one of them. We focus particularly on the character of Maja, a young mother, in her struggle to
find her own way to grieve, against her family’s conventions and morals, against society’s taboos. Those questions
play out in a very simple way, during what looks like any other family dinner, and unfold through moments of sharing,
through simple gestures and almost imperceptible details. This appearance of normalcy is the most difficult part to
create, it’s what allows us to relate to the characters, to reach a certain perception of the real.

Although this is a universal subject, it’s only recently that we’ve been “allowed” to talk about it. Are you
drawn to themes and to an aesthetic which, in its hyperrealism, are reminiscent of cinema?
To create the dramaturgy of Pieces of a Woman, we went through several workshops in order to better understand
the characters of the play. We created family trees for instance, dug into their psychology, in particular in relationship
with that of the actors, or visited maternity wards and talked with doctors and nurses. Author Kata Wéber was with
us throughout, so as to be able to write the play according to what we discovered during this process. But the
question of realism in theatre is a particularly difficult one since, according to the conventions of theatre, we’re not
dealing with reality in a documentary way, although the actions depicted are very real. We can’t aim for cinematic
“realism” either. What I look for in theatre is a way to humanise it as much as possible, by guiding the actors towards
a style of performance as true to themselves as possible, as close to their own truth or that of their character.
The hyperrealist aesthetic of the setting is simply a way to support this goal. It’s a fundamental quest for the actor
to try to be entirely him- or herself, present, while also being completely his or her character. Since I work in both
fields, I can say that cinema and theatre are complete opposites. It’s possible to have a style close to that of cinema,
with hyperrealist settings and performances, but the so-called cinematic approach to theatre seems to me
problematic and not as interesting. I’d rather talk of a poetic style, in the sense that the relationship to time is as
disconnected from reality as it is from the temporality of a film. For instance, we shot the birthing scene of the first
act in a single, 27-minute take, which would be unwatchable in a film and unthinkable in reality. This first act is shot
from the perspective of the baby as Maja is giving birth to him, in her own apartment, so as to create an immersive
situation and create a stark contrast with the second act, which takes places in Maja’s mother’s apartment. I believe
in the importance of telling stories, which may be how my approach could be called cinematic. I’m always looking for
new stories to unveil. That’s why I think it’s important to work with a contemporary writer, which is the same thing the
ancient Greeks did. But what we’re showing and saying here is more poetic than realistic. The setting is as true to
life as possible, we paid very close attention to the details, it becomes a sort of meta-story. Each object on the stage
tells its own chronology and opens a door onto invisible historical times. Maja’s story takes place in a very precise
setting, and that’s what gives the audience the freedom to imagine, interpret, and identify with the events of the play.
There are as many points of view as there are characters, which gives the audience a lot of options to understand
the play, intellectually or emotionally, so as not to force any particular message or interpretation upon them.

You mentioned the taboo that is the loss of a child…
Those are topics that remain invisible in our societies, especially in Eastern Europe. About 26% of women have
experienced the loss of a child aged 4 or younger. This is far from being an exception, but it remains taboo.
That’s why the subject is provocative enough in and of itself, there’s no need to toy too much with form and style.
Another very important taboo is how traumas are passed on from one generation to the next, which has been
proven by scientific research in the field of genetics. The 20th century was so full of tragedy that we all carry within
ourselves the potential traces of a genetic trauma, be it due to war or to an authoritarian political regime. How are
those stories assimilated, how are the scars they leave passed on from one generation to the next? Our problems
and traumas sometimes find their roots in the lives of our parents or grandparents… In the play, Maja has to stand
against the point of view of every member of her family regarding the proper way to grieve. When she decides to go
against conventions, she becomes a real heroine. There are two levels of reading: the crisis within the family and
the social traditions which suppress those traumas. There is also, in a more indirect way, a third story, an invisible
story which is a reflection of our society: the story of the midwife Eva, who makes a mistake when trying to save
Maja as she’s giving birth to her child. She’s morally innocent, her only goal was to help her, but before the law we
are all guilty, or so it goes in Franz Kafka’s world at least. That’s how the play becomes a magnifying glass trained
on human relationships. The family is very litigious, they all advise Maja to sue the midwife to get revenge and get
some money out of this tragedy. That says a lot about our society and its individualistic streak. The play is about the
possibility of communicating in such a divided society. Can we still talk about fundamental subjects at the dinner
table? Can we talk within a family to heal traumas? The play never becomes sarcastic or ironic, quite the contrary:
it’s built like a succession of character portraits, without judging their actions. In a way, what’s provocative about the
play isn’t its form, but its subjects. Maja is the strongest figure in the sense that she manages to break free from the
conventions her family’s trying to impose on her, she rebels against what’s “expected” of her. But they’re all both
heroes and antiheroes, sometimes brave and generous, sometimes judgmental know-it-alls.
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